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ChIP‐seq analysis is however often considered data‐heavy
and computationally intensive. The processing and analy‐
sis of data is therefore often done by computational ex‐
perts, which are in high demand. Thus, this process tends
to be time‐consuming and test the patience of stakehold‐
ers. With genome‐wide experiments such as those based
on ChIP‐seq, the exploration of the data also frequently
leads to unexpected discoveries and the generation of
new hypotheses. Data are therefore often reanalysed sev‐
eral times, while the biological understanding grows. In
many cases, the disconnection between the biological un‐
derstanding and the ability to analyse and visualize data
impedes this process. Therefore, user‐friendly software,
which allow the biologists to perform quick and interactive
genome‐wide exploration and analysis, can accelerate and
improve the discovery phase. We developed EaSeq[9]
(http://easeq.net) to enable a more integrated explora‐
tion of genome‐wide data in a visual, versatile, and user‐
friendly manner, which allows scientists with biological un‐
derstanding to get more direct contact with the data and
analyses, and to test hypotheses more rapidly. A second‐
ary aim was to tightly connect abstract interpretations in
e.g. clustered heatmaps or scatter plots to the signal dis‐
tribution at the underlying loci, thus the interactivity in
EaSeq enables users to check whether a point in a scatter
plot actually represent the assumed state at the locus.
EaSeq is aimed at facilitating and accelerating the explor‐
ative and often unpredictable part of the analysis work,
whereas the preceding data processing can often be
standardized and pipelined efficiently with existing tools
such as Galaxy[10]. Given the low predictability and the
frequent variation in how data are handled during this
stage, EaSeq is designed to provide a “sandbox” with wide
degrees of freedom and open workflows. Due to the diver‐
sity of data and the versatility of the uses, this chapter pre‐
sent advices on how to use the different functionalities on
example data and there is no unified procedure on how to
use EaSeq. As the program contains more than 50 plot and
tool types and an exceeding number of possible actions, it
is also limited what can be covered in this chapter beyond
the most basic operations. Yet as demonstrated in 3.2.9
step “pp”, this is sufficient to make figures similar to those
in high impact publications.

Abstract
ChIP‐seq is a central method to gain understanding of the
regulatory networks in the genome of stem cells and dur‐
ing differentiation. Exploration and analysis of such ge‐
nome‐wide data often leads to unexpected discoveries
and new hypotheses. It therefore accelerates and im‐
proves the discovery phase, when scientists with biological
understanding are enabled to analyse and visualize data.
EaSeq (http://easeq.net) offers integrated exploration of
genome‐wide data in a visual, versatile, user‐friendly, and
interactive manner that connects abstract interpretations
to the signal distribution at the underlying loci. Here we
introduce the interface, data types and acquisition, and
guide the reader through two example workflows. These
workflows will enable the reader to perform genome‐wide
analysis and visualization of transcription factor binding
sites and histone marks. This includes making basic plots;
finding, annotating, sorting and filtering of peaks; using
EaSeq as a genome browser; measuring ChIP‐seq signal
and calculating ratios; as well as data import and export.
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1. Introduction
Chromatin Immunoprecipitation followed by DNA‐se‐
quencing (ChIP‐seq) has been a workhorse for the identifi‐
cation of the transcriptional networks that drive cellular
growth and differentiation and in gaining knowledge re‐
lated to how histone marks are associated with the differ‐
ent chromatin states that maintain cellular identity[1‐5].
Since the initial development of the method more than a
decade ago[6‐8], thousands of publications have used the
method, and it is hard to imagine how the current detailed
knowledge regarding transcription factor binding and his‐
tone modifications in the genome in different cellular
stages could have been uncovered without the method.
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[Tools/Quantify] implies that the button named “Quan‐
tify” in the “Tools” section within the main window should
be clicked.

2. Materials
2.1 Installation and computer requirements
EaSeq was developed to be used on a windows PC. A zip‐
file containing the program can be downloaded free of
charge from http://easeq.net. To use the program, simply
unzip the files, and move the file easeq.exe into a suitable
folder (avoid network drives as EaSeq will need to have
write permissions to its home directory, and this might be
disabled for network drives due to security reasons).
EaSeq was designed to have no dependencies on any ex‐
ternal code. The only requirement is Microsoft .NET, which
is a standard component of Windows installations. Recent
versions of EaSeq requires 64‐bit windows, which are
more or less standard on PCs today. It will run on most
hardware, but efficient analysis of more than a handful of
datasets would benefit from more than 4 GB RAM and a
multicore CPU. EaSeq is designed for a monitor with a
screen resolution of 1920x1080 or 1920x1200, and while
all modern monitors will provide this resolution or better,
some laptops might not fulfil
this requirement and will
benefit from an external
monitor.
For PCs using MacOS or
Linux, a “virtual machine”
containing a Windows desk‐
top will need to be installed
first. Commercially available
virtual machines for MacOS
includes
Parallels
and
VMWare Fusion. Once this
has been installed together
with Windows, the EaSeq in‐
stallation is similar to that of
a Windows PC. Another solu‐
tion is to have a low‐latency
virtual Windows desktop
running on a remove server.
Company and university IT‐
departments might offer this
option for its employees,
and several commercial so‐
lutions exist for running such
a solution on a reasonably
priced pay‐per‐use basis.

In the upper part of the interface, EaSeq offers tools to
work on three types of imported data as well as so‐called
sessions, which are single‐file assemblies of all the im‐
ported data, plots, and descriptions of the data handling
that has been done. Below these sections, the interface
also contains two toolbars for plots and analysis tools. The
lower half of the main window contain a large grey area
that can be filled with plots of all types with genome‐wide
relationships. Once the user has generated the intended
plots to understand the data, they can all be exported as
high quality images, which are ready for use in reports. In
the right side, the interface there are buttons to open and
overlay four different specialized panels. Finally, the pro‐
cedures that involves a tool or a plot will often lead to the
opening of a new window, which is usually closed again
once the procedure is initiated.

2.2 Interface and basic
concepts
Once EaSeq has been in‐
stalled and started, the main
window will be opened, and
this is subdivided into a
number of panels (Fig. 1). In
the following, the different
parts of the main user‐inter‐
face will be referred to in
[brackets],
and
thus Figure 1: Overview of the main interface in EaSeq and enlargements of the central panels and areas.
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2.2.1 Data types in EaSeq
The three types of data that EaSeq uses are (Fig. 1): 1) ‘Da‐
tasets’, which are the imported ChIP‐seq or other types of
next generation sequencing libraries, such as RNA‐seq. Be‐
fore import, the sequenced libraries need to be mapped
(see 2.2.3. and 2.3.1). 2) ‘Regionsets’, which as the name
implies are sets of regions in the genome that would be
interesting to study (e.g. enhancers, CpG‐islands, pub‐
lished peak‐sets etc.). Regionsets could also originate from
an imported analysis of RNA‐seq or another type of ge‐
nome‐wide expression data (See Note 1). In many cases,
Regionsets are used as the viewpoints for plots, but they
can also be handled or analysed in relation to other Re‐
gionsets. 3) The final type of data, ‘Genesets’, contains the
annotation of features for all genes in a reference genome
(or in some cases subsets of such annotations). These data
can be downloaded directly from UCSC[11,12] within
EaSeq.
To illustrate this, imagine a user, who have generated
ChIP‐seq samples from mouse cells grown under different
conditions and mapped these to the mm10 reference ge‐
nome, and would like to study differences in these ChIP‐
seq signals at a published set of transcription factor bind‐
ing sites and transcriptional start sites (TSSes). To do so,
the user would need to import the libraries mapped to
mm10 as datasets (Covered in 3.1.2) and the mm10 coor‐
dinates for the transcription factor binding sites as a Re‐
gionset (Covered in 3.2.1 step b). Either the mm10 coordi‐
nates for the TSSes can then be imported as a Regionset
too, or the Refseq[13] annotation for mm10 genes can be
downloaded from UCSC[12,11] and stored as a Geneset
within EaSeq (Covered in 3.1.4 steps m‐n). The coordinates
for the TSSes within this Geneset then subsequently needs
to be converted to a Regionset before further use (Cov‐
ered in 3.1.4 step r). EaSeq also offers a range of other
ways to convert one type of data to another (See Note 2).
2.2.2 The differences between Datasets and Regionsets
It is common for new users to be uncertain about the exact
distinction between Datasets and Regionsets. As men‐
tioned above, libraries of mapped reads should be im‐
ported as Datasets, whereas a previously generated set of
peaks from the exact same data should be imported as a
Regionset. In many plot types, Regionsets would often
serve as the viewpoints for genome‐wide presentations of
e.g. a set of transcription factor binding sets, whereas as
the Datasets would serve as the depicted signal (Fig. 2).
Datasets are typically millions of lines long, whereas files
containing such peaks would be a few thousand lines long,
and EaSeq will try to warn the user, if it detects a potential
mix of the data types based on file sizes. Regionsets could
also be lists of established genomic features, and such
data can vary a lot in their formatting. Therefore, EaSeq
includes a wizard that helps to import atypical data. Be‐
sides genomic coordinates, Regionsets can also contain
additional properties that can be visualized or e.g. used for
subselection. In EaSeq these properties are called Region‐
set Parameters.

Figure 2: Upper part: Panels illustrating the relationship be‐
tween Regionsets, viewpoints, visualized windows, and da‐
taset signal. Lower part: examples of how the five Regions will
be displayed by three different plot types.

2.2.3 Datasets: unmapped reads vs. mapped reads vs
coverage vectors
Next generation sequencing of ChIP‐seq samples (or other
types of –seq e.g. DIP‐seq, RIP‐seq, RNA‐seq, ATAC‐seq, or
CAGE‐seq) leads to a high number of individual sequences,
which range from 75 to 150 bp with the currently common
sequencing technology. These sequences are commonly
called reads, and before they can be used for most visual‐
ization and analyses, each read will need to be matched to
a reference genome (currently named mm10 and hg38 for
the mouse and human genome, respectively) in a process
called aligning or mapping. Not all reads will be success‐
fully matched, but those that are will contain a set of co‐
ordinates (chromosome, start, end, and strand) matching
to the corresponding sequence in the reference genome,
and these are often called mapped reads. Before data
from a sequencing run can be imported into EaSeq, they
will need to be mapped (See 2.3.1). During import, only
the genomic coordinate is preserved, whereas other infor‐
mation e.g. sequence or quality metrics is discarded to
save memory and storage.
Sometimes data have been processed further to give a
coverage vector, which is a long list of values that reflect
the aggregated number of reads along different positions
within the chromosomes. Therefore, the information
about each individual read is lost, once data from a library
is converted to coverage vectors, and we recommend im‐
porting and using files containing individually mapped
reads as they provide higher processing speed, better res‐
olution and a more efficient normalization than coverage
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such conversions is samtools[20]. Some processing pipe‐
lines include one or more filtering steps to remove low
quality reads and overly amplified PCR products, which are
undesirable to have in the data. The latter part is also done
per default when importing data into EaSeq, and this step
is sometimes called deduplication. The procedures de‐
scribed above in steps 1 to 5 above often also needs to be
applied to published data that have been deposited at re‐
positories
such
as
GEO[14]
or
ENA
(https://www.ebi.ac.uk/) in an unmapped format such as
fastq‐files. These procedures typically require a bit of pre‐
ceding experience with tools that are developed for
Linux/UNIX, so it will often be helpful to get assistance
from the sequencing or bioinformatics core facility on set‐
ting up the pipelines needed for this. Users, who are less
comfortable with the command‐line based UNIX environ‐
ments, will often find that the popular and user‐friendly
GUI‐based software Galaxy is an attractive alternative
[10].
2.3.2 Where to get data?
As
mentioned
above,
GEO[14]
(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo)
and
ENA

vectors do. Files with coverage vectors are however
needed e.g. when uploading custom tracks to UCSC (REF)
or when depositing data on GEO (REF), and they can be
generated in EaSeq as described in 3.1.6 step w.
2.2.4 Formats
Datasets containing individual reads can be imported from
bed‐, bam‐, and aln‐files, or most types of text files with
columns containing the genomic coordinates (Fig. 1). Cov‐
erage‐based Datasets can be imported from wig‐files and
bedgraph/bg‐files. Often data that would be imported as
a Regionset are also stored in the .bed format, and the use
of the same format for mapped reads imported as Da‐
tasets and e.g. peaks imported as Regionsets, is of course
an understandable source for confusion. Regionsets can
however also be imported from a rich variety of file for‐
mats, and it is possible to import almost any type of text
files where the information is separated into fields by tabs,
spaces, semicolons etc. as long as the file contains infor‐
mation regarding the genomic coordinates (Covered in
3.2.1 step b). The format requirements for Genesets are a
bit more stringent, as they will need to contain infor‐
mation for several gene features. If needed the best way
to learn about the formatting requirements, is to down‐
load and export a Geneset within EaSeq and mimic the for‐
matting in a custom‐made file. It is important that all im‐
ported data adheres to the same conventions on chromo‐
some names (See Note 3).

2.3 Getting data
2.3.1 Acquiring and processing libraries for import as Da‐
tasets
After sequencing, the typical processing procedure for the
data includes the following steps (Fig. 3): 1) Basecalling,
which is the process of obtaining a DNA sequence from the
more raw data in the sequencer. This is often an inte‐
grated part of the processing done automatically by the
sequencing machine itself or staff in the sequencing facil‐
ity. This results in unmapped reads in the fastq format,
which also contain information on the sequencing quality
for each base. It is highly advisable to store fastq‐files for
submission into reposititories such as GEO[14] during
manuscript preparation. 2) Assessment of the overall se‐
quencing quality using FastQC[15] and possible contami‐
nants using FastQ Screen[16]. 3) Trimming of adaptor se‐
quences or sequence cycles with low sequencing quality,
e.g. using Trimmomatic, Trimgalore or cutadapt[17‐19]. 4)
Mapping (a.k.a alignment) to a reference genome. Typical
input for this process is one or more fastq‐files, which have
been trimmed, and the output can be in many formats,
most commonly bam‐ or sam‐files. It is important to as‐
sure that the coordinates from all data analysed together
are from the same reference genome (See Note 4). 5) For
import into EaSeq, the files need to be converted to either
bam‐files or bed‐files (the latter is often gzip compressed
and can be stripped of information that is no longer
needed and is therefore more compact). A useful tool for

Figure 3: Overview of the acquisition and processing of librar‐
ies prior to import into EaSeq.
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originally a part of the data presented in a pioneering ChIP‐
seq paper[24], and the sequencing reads were mapped to
mm9 by us and down‐sampled to reduce the file size and
import time.
3.1.1 Optional disabling of hints
Whereas pop‐up hints might be a useful way to learn the
functionality of new software, they might be too much of
a distraction during a guided procedure as this workflow.
It is therefore advisable to disable the hints that shows up
by default when running a new EaSeq installation.
a. This can be done by clicking on the white wrench
icon in the popups and unchecking the “Show
hints” box.
b. Hints can be enabled later by opening the “Op‐
tions” panel and click on the tab called “Panels”.
3.1.2 Import of ChIP‐seq data
c. To import the mapped data, click on [Da‐
tasets/Import] and select all four .bed‐files:
“CTCF.bed”, “Oct4.bed”, “Nanog.bed”, and
“GFP.bed”.
d. When the import wizard shows up, it is able to
recognize the files, so the default settings will
suffice for these files. Click “OK” in the import
form to start the process.
e. Keep an eye on the list in the “Datasets” panel
as the imported datasets will appear here. Once
the small progress indicator becomes green,
then the Datasets are available for subsequent
work.
3.1.3 Peak‐finding
Peak‐finding is the process of systematic identification of
areas in the genome where the enrichment of a sample is
strong, and this is almost always a requirement to e.g.
identify transcription factor binding sites or areas with
high levels of a histone modification. This procedure re‐
sults in a set of “Peaks”, which essentially are a set of ge‐
nomic regions that can be used as viewpoints in plots or
for a diverse range of other tasks. In EaSeq, this is done by
dividing the genome into “windows” of default 100 bp,
and then identify those with significantly higher levels of
signal. This process is repeated four times to avoid false
negatives where peaks are divided between two windows.
In EaSeq, this procedure requires two Datasets, a sample
and a negative control, where the latter is used to model
the unspecific background distribution in the library. Peak‐
finding typically takes 5‐10 minutes and will result in a new
Regionset, which can be used as viewpoints for subse‐
quent genome‐wide analysis.
f. To start the peak‐finding, click on the
[Tools/Peaks] icon, and in the window that ap‐
pears.
g. Select “Oct4” as the “Sample Dataset” and
“GFP” as the “Negative Control Dataset”.
h. Optional: Shorten the name of the resulting
peakset, since long names tend to reduce the
overview.

(https://www.ebi.ac.uk/) are excellent sources for librar‐
ies of unmapped reads, and most publications contain a
GEO accession number that can guide readers to the loca‐
tion of the data that were used for the study. The GEO
depositions also often contain coverage vectors mapped
to a particular reference genome, and while wig and bed‐
graph/bg files can be imported directly in EaSeq, bigwig
and bigbed files will first need to be converted by an ex‐
ternal tool such as bigWigToWig (https://www.en‐
codeproject.org/software/bigwigtowig/) before import.
Consortia
such
as
Roadmap
Epigenetics[21]
(http://www.roadmapepigenomics.org/) and Encode[22]
(https://www.encodeproject.org/) offers resources with
attractive collations of both mapped and unmapped librar‐
ies, as well as peaks, which have been identified from the
data as well as other genomic regions that can be im‐
ported as Regionsets. A popular and comprehensive re‐
source is also the Table Browser from UCSC[12]
(https://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi‐bin/hgTables), which can
provide coordinates for a wide range of interesting ge‐
nomic structures in a variety of reference genomes.

3. Methods
In the following sections, we will cover two example work‐
flows, which are composed to illustrate the analyses and
visualization of genome‐wide transcription factors binding
sites (3.1) and histone marks (3.2). The data used in the
examples are parts of central and published stem cell stud‐
ies[23,24], and we have generated zip‐files containing
mapped ChIP‐seq libraries and other relevant data for
these examples to help the reader getting started on the
example workflows in a quick and easy manner. The first
example (3.1) will cover peak‐finding, annotation of peaks,
saving data, descriptions, making a few plots, and using
EaSeq as a genome browser. The second example (3.2) will
cover data import, heatmaps, inspection of peaks, quanti‐
tation of ChIP‐seq signal, ratio calculations, peak sorting,
filtering, and a couple of additional plot types. The two ex‐
ample workflows can be handled independently of each
other, whereas the individual steps within each workflow
often requires actions that are done in the preceding
steps. Therefore, it is recommendable to perform the
steps in each workflow in a sequential manner.

3.1 Example 1: Peak‐finding and ‐annotation from
transcription factor ChIP‐seq data
The aim of this example is to provide the reader with some
basic experience on how to handle ChIP‐seq data for tran‐
scription factors, including data import and export, peak‐
finding, annotation of peaks, and some basic visualization.
A zip‐file containing the data needed for this example
workflow can be downloaded at http://easeq.net/wf1.zip.
When the zip‐file is decompressed, four .bed‐files become
available. These files contain mapped reads corresponding
to three transcription factors (CTCF, Oct4, and Nanog)
fused to GFP and enriched using an anti‐GFP antibody as
well as a control sample with GFP alone. These data were
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Three settings adjust the stringency of the peak finding,
“p‐value”, “False Discovery Rate”, and “Log2 fold diff.”. If
one would like to detect areas enriched in broadly distrib‐
uted ChIP‐seq signals, such as the histone marks H3K27ac
or H3K27me3, then it is recommendable to increase win‐
dow sizes and merge distances from the default to larger
sizes, such as 500 bp, 2000 bp, or more (Fig. 4).
i. For this example, use the default settings and
start the peak‐finding by clicking “Find Peaks”.
After a while, the plots in the window will start to monitor
the currently analysed (right side) and cumulatively ana‐
lysed (left side) parts of the genome. The plots show the
level of positive signal and negative control signal in all
windows (top) and the signals that were found to be en‐
riched in the initial parts of the analysis (bottom) and con‐
sidered positive. By studying the distribution of signal
within these populations, it is possible to assess if the pos‐
itive windows are rich in the signal from the negative con‐
trol or not. If this is the case, it might be a reason to in‐
crease stringency of the peak‐calling.
j. It is not required to keep the window open dur‐
ing the procedure, so you are welcome to close
it by clicking “Exit”.
k. Optional tasks: Repeat the peak‐finding for CTCF
and Nanog as well.
l. Optional task: Monitor the progress of the peak‐
calling by clicking on “Tasks” in the main menu
below “Sessions”.
Peak‐finding will lead to the generation of a new Region‐
set, which contains all the coordinates and quality scores
of the peaks. This can already be seen during the peak‐call‐
ing, and it will appear in the list of Regionsets in the Re‐
gionset panel. Once the peak‐finding completes, the Re‐
gionset will be marked as “New” in the Regionset list, and
you can inspect the coordinates as well as additional pa‐
rameters, such as false discovery rates (FDR) values and
read counts of each peak by selecting the Regionset and
observe and browse the list that appears in the panel to
the right side of the Regionsets.
3.1.4 Annotation of peaks
Once a set of peaks is generated, an often‐sought proce‐
dure is to learn the identity of neighbouring genes. To an‐
notate the peaks (or any other Regionset) with gene
names, accession numbers and distances, EaSeq will re‐
quire a file with the coordinates of the genes in the used
reference genome. EaSeq offers a quick and simple inte‐
gration to acquire the Refseq[13] annotations directly
from UCSC[11,12]. Please remember to cite these sources
when using the data they provide.
m. To download gene annotations for mm9, select
“mm9” in the dropdown box below the Gene‐
sets panel.
n. In the import wizard, click “ok” to the default
settings, and EaSeq will import all the currently
annotated mouse genes in the Refseq database
and the mm9 coordinates of their features, and
store this as a Geneset.

Figure 4: Example of the peak‐finding window and annota‐
tion of its contents.

o.
p.

q.

r.
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To run the actual annotation of the peaks, click
[Tools/Annotate].
In the window that shows up, choose the “Start”
of the genes as the position to use for the anno‐
tation. This can be altered, and a typical varia‐
tion would be to select “Starts+Ends”, if one
would like the nearest gene to be annotated to
each peak regardless of which part of the gene
that is closest.
The annotation will add a number of new param‐
eters to the existing Regionset (in this case the
Oct4 peaks), including gene names, accession
numbers, and distances. Inspect these more
closely in the viewer in the right side of the Re‐
gionset list.
Optional: A commonly used procedure is to vis‐
ualize ChIP‐seq signal at gene features such as
TSS or the entire gene bodies. The methodology
to do this will be covered in steps described in
3.2, but such a visualization will require that a
Regionset corresponding to the gene feature of
interest e.g. TSSes is generated. Now, with the
mm9 annotation file downloaded and imported
above in steps n‐o above, it is simple to make
such a Regionset from the mm9 Geneset. Just
click on [Tools/Extract], change the end position
to “start”, set the start offset to ‐500 and the end
offset to 500, and click ok. This will result in a set
of regions corresponding to the +/‐ 500 bp sur‐
rounding all the annotated TSSes. If kept un‐
changed, the default settings will result in a Re‐
gionset where each region correspond to the en‐
tire range from the transcription start (TSS) to
the end sites of each annotated transcript.
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manner. For a start, this example workflow will demon‐
strate how to make a set of tracks showing the one‐dimen‐
sional distribution of ChIP‐seq signal along the genome.
aa. To make one or more tracks, click
[Plots/Filltrack].
bb. In the window that appears, select the desired
combination(s) of Regionset(s) (horizontal) and
Datasets(s) (vertical).
The default viewing style of the FillTracks is to show the
cumulative selected ChIP‐seq signal (Dataset) at the centre
of all regions in the Regionset, but this can be changed to
show single or subsets of loci (See later). If multiple com‐
binations of Datasets and Regionset were selected in step
bb, multiple plots will appear, and during this step their
order can be changed upfront by dragging them in the
panel in right side. All plots in EaSeq have a number of
icons, which appears when the mouse in moved over the
plot (Illustrated in figure 4c in [9]). The most important of
these is the “Plot Settings”, which gives the user many op‐
tions to customize each plot (See 3.2.8 for instructions on
how to do this).
cc. An important step is to export the plots made in
EaSeq. A bitmap image (tif, jpeg etc.) can be ex‐
ported by clicking on [Sessions/Snapshot]. To ex‐
port a pdf‐file, click on the icon in the right side
of the user interface containing a beta sign to
open the panel with recently added tools. In this
panel click on “Export snapshot as pdf”.
3.1.9 Using EaSeq to browse the genome
Once an EaSeq session contains Dataset(s), Regionset(s),
and one or more track(s), EaSeq can be used as a genome
browser similar to the UCSC Genome Browser[11], but of‐
ten quicker as all computation is handled locally.
dd. To start navigating the genome in EaSeq, try to
type the symbol of a gene in the dropbox below
Genesets. This will cause the track(s) to change
viewpoints to the selected gene.
ee. To alter the view, e.g. by zooming out, then open
“Navigation panel” by clicking on the compass
icon in the right side of the screen.
ff. Once the Navigation panel is open, several con‐
trols including a red knob appears. The red knob
is a quick way to zoom in (drag up), zoom out
(drag down), pan left (drag left), pan right (drag
right), or any combination hereof.
A practical way to inspect the ChIP‐seq signal at a set of
peaks (see above), is to click on one of the peaks appearing
in the list of regions on the right side of the Regionsets.
This procedure optionally combined with the use of
heatmaps (described in 3.2.2) can generally be applied to
iteratively improving the quality of identified peak‐sets
(Fig. 5).
gg. Try to select the Regionset containing the Oct4
peaks.
hh. Click on one of the peaks
ii. Then zoom out by dragging the red knob down
in the Navigation panel.

3.1.5 Saving sessions
So far, the procedure has required a considerable amount
of handling. To limit the risk of data loss and to accelerate
later access to data and analyses, then save a session con‐
taining all the data and work. Such sessions are generally
also more space efficient and loaded more quickly than
the input data.
s.
t.

Save a session by clicking [Sessions/Save].
Optional: After the session is saved, try to close
and reopen EaSeq, and then reimport the data
in the session by clicking [Session/Load].

3.1.6. Exporting Regionsets and Datasets
Often it might be relevant to export a peak‐set or another
Regionset. In this case, do this for the newly generated and
annotated Oct4 peaks as follows:
u. Select the Regionset containing the peaks and
thereafter [Regionsets/Export]. This outputs a
tab‐separated text file containing several col‐
umns of peak coordinates, quality scores, and
now also the identity of the gene with its TSS
closest to each peak.
v. Optional: import and inspect these data in Excel
or R[25].
An often‐used procedure is to inspect and share data in
the UCSC genome browser. For a better visualization, it is
advisable to generate a coverage vector (See above) that
can be uploaded to the UCSC genome browser[11].
w. In this case, export the Nanog ChIP‐seq library
(Dataset) as a “wig‐file”, by clicking [Da‐
tasets/Export] and use the default settings.
x. Optional: Upload the compressed Nanog.wig.gz
file as a custom track in the UCSC genome
browser.
3.1.7 Auto‐generated descriptions
When exporting a coverage vector from the Nanog Da‐
taset, another file named “Nanog.wig.description.txt” is
stored in the same folder as the wig‐file. This is an auto‐
generated description of the wig‐file, including all handling
that was done in EaSeq.
y. Try to open “Nanog.wig.description.txt” in the
folder with the wig‐file using a text editor.
These files can be exported along with all types of data ex‐
ported from EaSeq, and they will be co‐imported if the ex‐
ported set of data is reimported later (provided that the
description file and the data are kept in their original
state). The auto‐generated descriptions are saved as a part
of session files and can also be accessed and studied from
within EaSeq.
z. To inspect the auto‐generated descriptions
within EaSeq, open the “Description panel” by
clicking on the notepad icon in the right side of
the screen.
3.1.8 Making tracks
A key functionality in EaSeq is the abundance of visualiza‐
tion tools to study the imported data in an interactive
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3.2.1 Import of ChIP‐seq data and regions
a. Unpack the zip‐file and import the session
“Blackledge compact.eas” by clicking [Ses‐
sions/Load].
b. Optional: Data formats tend to vary a lot, but the
import Wizard in EaSeq, offers a lot of flexibility
that allows import of diverse formats. To get
some experience with import of an interesting
but more challenging set of viewpoints from an
external source, then import “mm9 CpG is‐
lands.gz” from the zipped data as a Regionset by
clicking [Regionset/Import]. The default view of
the file browser is to look for text‐files, so it will
need to be instructed to look for all files or .gz‐
files. These CpG‐islands were originally down‐
loaded from the UCSC table browser[12] with
contains a rich collection of relevant genomic loci
for a large set of reference genomes. In this case,
the import will lead EaSeq to ask whether it
should skip the first line or not. This occurs be‐
cause the first line of the file contains a hashtag
(#), which often also is used for comments with
content that should be ignored by software. In
this case, it is instead used in the name of header,
Figure 5: Upper part: Overview of the process of iteratively improving
but EaSeq does not know this, and needs instruc‐
peak‐sets through rapid inspection of the peaks.Lower part, some guid‐
tions on how to handle it. Therefore, instruct
ance on how to improve peak‐calling in cases of suboptimal output peaks.
EaSeq that it should not skip the line. If the im‐
port goes well, then the wizard should identify
that chromosome names, start coordinates, and
3.2 Example 2: Quantifying, calculating ratios, and
end coordinates are found in columns 2, 3 and 4,
visualizing histone mark ChIP‐seq data
respectively, and will suggest that the data in col‐
The aim of this workflow example, is to provide basic ex‐
umns
2‐4 should not be imported as parameters.
perience on how to handle ChIP‐seq data for histone
In
this
case, just use the default suggestion and
marks, including how to make plots such as heatmaps,
click OK. If EaSeq did not recognize the infor‐
how to inspect the signal at a predefined set of peaks (such
mation structure properly, then it will need in‐
as that generated in 3.1.3), how to quantify signal and cal‐
structions from the user regarding in which col‐
culate ratios, as well as how to sort and filter peaks based
umns the different coordinates can be found.
on this. A zip file containing the data needed for this ex‐
3.2.2 Make and use heatmaps for genome browsing and
ample
workflow
can
be
downloaded
at
inspection of peaks
http://easeq.net/wf2.zip. When the zip‐file is decom‐
A quick way to get an overview of the signal in the im‐
pressed, a text‐file with coordinates for CpG‐islands and
ported datasets, relative to the Suz12 peaks, is to make
an EaSeq session file becomes available. The session file
heatmaps, which also can be used to explore the signal at
contains several already imported ChIP‐seq datasets of a
the peaks in more depth.
histone mark (H3K27me3) and chromatin modifiers from
c. To make one or more heatmaps, click on
the group of Polycomb proteins (Ring1B, Suz12, and Ezh2).
[Plots/Heatmaps].
These are enriched under two different conditions, an in‐
d. This will open a window where it is possible to
ducible knock‐out of the Ring1B polycomb protein (OHT)
select the desired combination(s) of Regionset(s)
and control samples. These data were originally a part of
(horizontal) and Datasets(s) (vertical).
central work in the polycomb field making use of ChIP‐
e. To use the heatmaps as a starting point to ex‐
seq[23], and the sequencing reads were mapped to mm9
plore ChIP‐seq signal, then also make a set of
by us and down‐sampled to reduce the file size and import
tracks, by clicking [Plots/Filltrack].
time. To save time, the session file also contains a Region‐
f. Again, in the window that appears, select the de‐
set of Suz12 peaks that were identified previously (See fig‐
sired combination(s) of Regionset(s) (horizontal)
ure 8 in [9]) based on an independent set of data in a pro‐
and Datasets(s) (vertical).
cedure that was roughly as described in (3.1.3). These
g. Click on a single point in the heatmap. The tracks
peaks will be used as viewpoints for the ChIP‐seq signal
will now update to show that particular locus.
and as our primary regions of interests for this example.
This is a quick and good strategy to assess if peak‐
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finding settings were appropriate or it should be
repeated with more or less stringency (Fig. 5).
h. Optional: It is possible to combine this with man‐
ual navigation within the genome by opening the
“Navigation panel” (click on the compass icon in
the right side of the screen), and e.g. drag the red
knob to zoom in (drag up), zoom out (drag
down), pan left (drag left), pan right (drag right).
In this way, the surroundings of many peaks can
readily be inspected at any magnification to as‐
sess how strong the signal is at the peak relative
to interesting genomic features or the general
background.
i. To select multiple loci in the heatmap, and get
the signal visualized in the tracks, press down the
mouse button inside a heatmap, and keep it
pressed down while dragging it over a subset of
the peaks. Once it is released, the tracks will up‐
date to show the superimposed signal at all of
the selected peaks. This superimposed track
state is a useful way to get an overview of the
signal distribution in the selected subpopulation
of the peaks.
j. Optional: Select all peaks in the Regionset by
clicking the small icon next to the selected area.
k. This is also a good occasion to consider the infor‐
mation provided in the heatmap. Heatmaps
shows the signal from all loci within a Regionset,
with the loci stacked vertically (Fig. 2). The hori‐
zontal center in the heatmap is by default also
the center of each visualized locus, and the de‐
fault view then shows the 10 kbp upstream loci
to the left and the 10kbp downstream loci to the
right. Both the visualized window as well as the
vertical order of the heatmaps can be adjusted
(see 3.2.5 and Note 5 for instructions on how to
change this).
3.2.3 Quantify ChIP‐seq at a set of peaks or other regions
In the following, we will quantify the signal of all imported
ChIP‐seq datasets at the midpoint and surrounding 1kbp
of all Suz12 peaks.
l. To quantify ChIP‐seq signal, click [Tools/Quan‐
tify].
This will open a new window (Fig. 6), which also offers an
intuitive way to assess the signal distribution at peaks, and
to evaluate if the applied settings will capture the signal
appropriately. The eight tracks in the centre of the window
(Fig. 6i) are visualizations of the ChIP‐seq signal from the
four first regions (vertical) in the Regionset that will be
used for the quantification. The two columns of tracks
shows two example Datasets, and changing those in the
dropdown menu below the track examples (Fig. 6ii) has
no effect on the final outcome. The datasets that are used
for the actual quantitation can be selected in the list in the
upper right corner (Fig. 6iii), and by default all datasets are
selected. The Regionset to be used can be changed in the
uppermost dropdown menu (Fig. 6iv), and the slider in the

left side (Fig. 6v) will allow a quick inspection of a large
number of regions from the selected Regionset. The win‐
dow also contains several options to instruct specifically
which area relative to each region in the Regionset that
should be used as the basis for the quantitation (Fig. 6vi).
Finally, the Quantify tool provides a range of options for
how to normalize the quantified values (Fig. 6vii), and it
will by default provide FPKM values (See Note 6). When
most of these options are changed the visualization in the
tracks (Fig. 6i) will change accordingly. The orange area
(Fig. 6viii) show each region (and possibly neighbouring re‐
gions as well), whereas the blue transparent area (Fig. 6ix)
gives an indication of the extent of each area that is used
for the quantitation as well as how the normalization will
affect the amplitude of the quantified signal.
m. Optional. Explore the functions and settings in
the Quantify tool by changing the selection in the
dropboxes or by changing the offset values –
what do you see?
n. Once you have explored sufficiently, use the de‐
fault settings for the quantitation, with start as
start position, end as end position, and set both
offsets to 0 (If many settings were changed in
step m above, then it might be simpler to close
and reopen the window). This will lead to the sig‐
nal within the boundary of the peaks to be quan‐
tified, which might be an advantage if the peaks
vary a lot in size. The default normalization will
take the size of the peaks into account. If the
start, end and offset settings are left as default,
then the signal will be quantified within a win‐
dow starting 500 bp upstream and ending 500 bp
downstream of the peak centres, which in many

Figure 6: Example of the Quantify window and annotation of
its contents.
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u.

In the window that appears, select the desired
combination(s) of Regionset(s) (horizontal) and
Parameter(s) (vertical). If multiple combinations
of Regionsets and Regionset Parameters are
clicked, multiple plots will appear, and their or‐
der can be changed upfront by dragging them in
the right side panel.
v. To make a 2D‐histogram of the quantified Suz12
OHT and Suz12 ctrl values, select the Regionset
containing the values that should be visualized
and click [Plots/Scatter].
w. In the window that appears, select the desired
combination(s) of Regionset Parameter(s) (both
horizontal and vertical). If multiple combinations
are clicked, multiple plots will appear, and their
order can be changed upfront by dragging them
in the right side panel.
3.2.7 Interactively exploring data in 2D‐histograms
Once the new plots showing the Suz12 OHT values and the
relationship between Suz12 OHT and Suz12 Ctrl levels
have appeared. These plots are interactive and allow you
to select one or more regions by clicking on the area in the
plot. Once a region is selected it will be highlighted in other
plots displaying the same Regionset, and tracks will auto‐
matically update to show the locus surrounding the se‐
lected regions(s).
x. To select a single region in the 2D‐histogram,
click on the dot in the plot.
y. To select a subset of multiple regions from the
Regionset displayed by the 2D‐histogram, press
down the mouse button inside the 2D‐histo‐
gram, and keep it pressed down while dragging it
over the regions that you would like to select.
Plots can be moved, resized, and duplicated to build up an
exportable (see 3.1.8 step cc) panel, which supports the
scientific message.
z. To duplicate a plot, click on the small icon with a
plus appearing inside the plot when the mouse
pointer moves over it.
aa. To move a plot, press the appearing small icon
with four arrows in the upper left corner of the
plot and hold down the mouse button while
moving the plot.
bb. To resize a plot, press the appearing small icon
with the square and arrow in the lower right cor‐
ner of the plot and hold down the mouse button
while resizing the plot.
cc. Optional: If multiple plots are selected, then they
can be moved and resized in the same way. To
duplicate all plots, click on the [Plots/Duplicate]
icon in the main menu. Duplicated plots will ap‐
pear in a larger unoccupied area.
dd. Optional: Make some tracks by clicking on
[Plots/Tracks], and select one or more regions in
the 2D‐histogram to show the signal at this/these
regions.

cases also might be a useful option as the size of
the quantified regions is kept constant.
The quantified values will be added to the Regionset as
new “Parameters” (see 2.1.2), and the list of Regionsets
will display that this Regionset has been updated.
o. Optional: Inspect these values by clicking on the
updated Regionset in the table showing all the
Regionsets, and then in the list of regions in the
right side, new columns of data will appear (one
for each Dataset that was included in the quanti‐
fication).
3.2.4 Calculate ratios of quantified ChIP‐seq signal at
peaks
The next steps will demonstrate how to calculate the ratio
between Suz12 in the conditional knock‐out (OHT) and the
control samples. Although this is a useful way to assess
overall changes at a set of regions and to find those with
the most pronounced changes, it is advisable do this with
caution (See Note 7).
p. To calculate the log2 fold difference between the
quantified Suz12 OTH and Suz12 control values,
first open the Calculate tool by clicking
[Tools/Calculate].
q. Then in the appearing window, select the “Divi‐
sion” radiobutton, check the “Logarithm” flag,
from the dropdown boxes select the newly quan‐
tified values in the Suz12 OHT parameter as “x”
and Suz12 ctrl parameter as “y”, and click “OK”.
As for the quantified values in 3.2.3, the ratios will now
appear as a new “Parameter” (see 2.1.2), and the list of
Regionsets will display that the Regionset has been up‐
dated.
3.2.5 Sort peaks according to quantified ChIP‐seq ratios
To change the order of appearance of regions in certain
plot types, such as heatmaps, they will need to be sorted
first. To do this:
r. Open the Sort tool by clicking on [Tools/Sort].
s. In the appearing window, select the newly calcu‐
lated ratios.
Any heatmap that shows the sorted Regionset will now au‐
tomatically update to show the new and updated order, in
this case the Suz12OTH/ctrl ratio.
3.2.6 Making 1D‐ and 2D‐histograms
A useful way to get an overview of a population of quanti‐
fied values is to make a histogram of these. If the relation‐
ship between two sets of quantified values or e.g. im‐
ported Parameters in a Regionset is in question, then a 2D‐
histogram is ideal. 2D‐histograms are rather similar to
scatter plots, but they use colour to show the density of
regions with certain sets of values. They segment the plot‐
ted area into “bins” for this counting, similarly to what a
1D‐histogram does, and the binning can be coarse or fine
depending on data density, resulting in very different ap‐
pearances.
t. To make a (1D) histogram of the quantified Suz12
OHT values, click [Plots/Histogram].
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kk. Open the Gate tool by clicking [Tools/Gate]. This
will open a new window, where the criteria that
should be used can be defined.
ll. First, make sure that the selected Regionset in
the uppermost dropdown menu is the Suz12
peaks, then to use the ratio calculated in 3.2.4
select the Parameter named “log2('Suz12 OHT'
divided by 'Suz12 ctrl')”, and to get the subset of
regions with a ratio higher than 0 select the “>”
operator in the dropdown menu next to the se‐
lected Parameter and type 0 in the textbox. This
should result in a small Regionset consisting of a
few regions (48 if done similar to our example).
3.2.10 Quick ways to make identical figures of different
populations of regions
It is often useful to investigate ChIP‐seq signal at several
sets of Regions – either to compare signal e.g. at different
populations of regions, e.g. enhancers, CpG‐islands, and
TSSes, or to explore a subset of regions as covered in 3.2.9.
mm. Start by selecting the heatmap(s) made in 3.2.2.
nn. A faster way to duplicate multiple plots, rather
than clicking on the small duplicate icon in each
of plots, is to click on [Plots/Duplicate].
oo. Then try to click on either [Plots/Next Reg.] or
[Plots/Prev. Reg.] and observe what happens.
The selected heatmaps should show the next or previous
Regionset on the lists. The same would happen to any
other selected plot type, but for e.g. 2D‐histograms the
Regionset would need to have identical Parameters for the
plots to show similar information.
pp. Optional: With the above steps done, you might
be ready for a larger and more demanding exer‐
cise. Access the paper by Blackledge et al [23]
and remake panels D, E, F, and H from Figure 4 of
this paper using the data available in the session,
the approaches described above, and some cre‐
ativity.

3.2.8 Adjusting plot settings and a quick way to explore
subsets of regions
Each plot type has multiple variations, and the possibilities
to adjust settings and vary the plots are too comprehen‐
sive to cover in detail here. Inspiration and an overview of
the
possibilities
can
be
found
here:
http://easeq.net/plots.pdf. In the steps below, we will
only briefly cover how a few of these settings are accessed
and changed.
ee. To enter the settings for the 2D‐histogram gen‐
erated in 3.2.6 steps v‐w, move the mouse over
the plot, and click on the small icon with the
gears that appear in the upper right corner of the
plot.
This will open a rather busy panel with many settings that
can be changed, and when the cursor exits this panel, the
changes will be applied and the plot will update automat‐
ically. Settings that are not relevant to the selected plot
type are greyed out and inactive. The best way to learn
about their functions is to duplicate a plot, change a set‐
ting, and study the outcome. Often, the effect can be de‐
duced rather intuitively by comparing the plots.
ff. For the 2D‐histogram, we will change the default
log scale on the x‐ and y‐ axes from log (default)
to linear. First duplicate the plot to compare the
difference by clicking on the small icon with a
plus appearing inside the plot when the mouse
pointer moves over it. Then open the Plot Set‐
tings as described in step ee above, and uncheck
the “Log scale” checkboxes beneath the X‐axis
and Y‐axis headers.
gg. Optional: Click on some data within the 2D‐histo‐
gram with linear scales on the axes, select an
area, and observe the corresponding regions in
the other plot with the log scales.
hh. Optional: Make another 2D‐histogram of Ring1B
OHT vs. Ring1B ctrl. This can be done either in
3.2.6 steps v‐w or by duplicating the histogram
as described in 3.2.7 step z open the Plot Settings
as in step ee above and change the Parameters
in the dropdown menus named “Parameter” be‐
neath the X‐axis and Y‐axis headers to that of the
Ring1B OHT and Ring1B ctrl values quantified in
3.2.3.
3.2.9 Making subpopulations of regions from plots and
using the Gate tool
If you are interested in understanding or exploring a cer‐
tain subset of regions further, it is a good idea to make a
new Regionset consisting of this subset. This can be done
either by:
ii. Select an area with regions of interest in the 2D‐
histogram made in 3.2.6 steps v‐w showing the
Suz12 OHT and Suz12 ctrl values.
jj. Click on the small icon showing a pair of scissor.
A new Regionset should appear in the Regionset
panel.
Alternatively, it can be done in this manner:

4. Notes
1.

2.
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An often‐sought type of data integration, is to do
combined studies of ChIP‐seq and RNA‐seq to re‐
veal the relationship between histone modifica‐
tions and transcriptional readout. RNA‐seq data
can be imported directly as datasets and visual‐
ized in e.g. heatmaps or tracks as for ChIP‐seq
data. However, to identify differentially ex‐
pressed genes, we recommend using dedicated
tools such as Deseq2[26] possibly within the Gal‐
axy environment[10], and then import the coor‐
dinates for the genes together with the statistics
as a Regionset into EaSeq for further analysis and
visualization. Then this regionset can be used as
a basis to explore the ChIP‐seq data similar as
how the Suz12 peaks were used in the above ex‐
amples.
The different types of data in EaSeq; Datasets,
Regionsets, and Genesets; can often be used to
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3.

4.

5.

6.

provide another type of data. Conversion from
one data type to another or making a derived set
of the same type can be done by several tools,
including (sorted according to usage frequency):
[Tools/Extract]
(Geneset
‐>
Regionset),
[Tools/Peaks]
(Dataset
‐>
Regionset),
[Tools/Gate]
(Regionset
‐>
Regionset),
[Tools/Controls] (Regionset ‐> Regionset), [Re‐
gionsets/Modify] (Regionset ‐> Regionset), [Da‐
tasets/Modify] (Dataset ‐> Dataset), and
[Tools/Pattern] (Dataset ‐> Regionset).
To provide as much freedom as possible, EaSeq
does not adhere to a specific chromosome no‐
menclature. The names within different types of
data, which should be compared, do however
need to be the identical. While it is most com‐
mon to use chr3 when referring to chromosome
3, shorter names are sometimes used to save
space, and data where chromosome 3 is referred
to as “3” are not uncommon. If e.g. an imported
Regionset uses a different naming than the al‐
ready imported Datasets, then EaSeq opens a
wizard that will allow you to check, if the chro‐
mosome names have sufficient correspondence
and possibly allow the chromosomes to be re‐
named.
EaSeq does not keep track of which reference ge‐
nome that has been used to derive the different
Datasets and Regionsets. It will therefore not be
able to point out if two incompatible reference
genomes are used, and the user has to keep track
of this.
When newly generated, heatmaps and tracks will
show the centre of the visualized regions. For vis‐
ualization of peaks and TSSes this is sensible, but
for gene bodies this is not the case as the gene
body sizes vary a lot, and the middle of the gene
body is rarely an interesting viewpoint (see 3.1.4
step r to generate a Regionset of gene bodies and
3.2.2 to make an example heatmap). Therefore,
for such plot types it makes sense to enter the
plot settings (3.2.8 step ee), click on the check‐
box named “Rel.” to use relative window sizes,
and change the “Window size” to e.g. 200 bp.
With this setting the size of the visualized win‐
dow will be adapted for each region so that it
shows an area corresponding to 200% of the re‐
gion size, so for a 30 kbp long gene this would be
60 kbp. In this manner, regions with highly dis‐
similar sizes can actually be fit into the same
heatmap or track.
EaSeq contains several options to normalize
data. Per default, tracks and heatmaps of da‐
tasets (which are not from coverage vectors, see
2.2.3) are denominated in FPKMs, which stands
for Fragments per Kilobasepairs per Million
Reads. This can be disabled in the plot settings if

7.

needed. The same applies for quantified values,
but in the Quantify Tool (Covered in 3.2.3) the in‐
dividual components of this normalization can be
enabled or disabled on a custom basis. For quan‐
titations that are intended for count‐based sta‐
tistical analysis such as in Deseq2[26], the nor‐
malization should be disabled to provide the raw
read counts. A frequently used normalization
type in ChIP‐seq is the use of spike‐in DNA as an
internal control[27]. Constants from such spike‐
in normalization can be entered and used to ad‐
just Dataset values in the menu controlled by
[Datasets/Describe].
A few words of caution. a) ChIP‐seq is inherently
unsuited for detecting massive and global
changes in the abundance of the studied target,
although this can be alleviated using spike‐in of
e.g. drosophila DNA as an internal standard for
global normalization[27]. b) ChIP‐seq is subject
to linear and non‐linear biases, even within dif‐
ferent replicates – we have an example in figure
4c here[9]. c) Stochastic variation likely contrib‐
ute to quantified differences, so it is advisable to
only use regions with a high density of reads to
limit this variation. d) If one set of data is used for
both peak‐calling and to calculate the ratio of a
signal, there is bound to be a bias as the stochas‐
tic variation will both contribute to the definition
of the regions and the values used for calculating
the ratios. This is the case even for two technical
replicates, where the one used for peak‐calling
would have a higher amount of signal in the
peaks than the other. Some good ways to limit
these effects is to use independent replicates for
the peak‐finding and the quantitation (in this
case in 3.2 the peaks were established earlier,
see [9] figure 8), and to use ChIP‐seq for studies
of local changes, preferably by comparing the ef‐
fects at one set of regions to those at another.
Finally, it is always strengthening the scientific
value of the data to have multiple biological rep‐
licates, potentially using one set of data for find‐
ing interesting relationships, and the rest of the
replicates for validating these observations.
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